A Demonstration of MNTG – A Web-based Road Network Traffic Generator
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Motivation

System Architecture

Increased importance of
analyzing spatiotemporal
data (e.g. GPS tracks)
Need to test system
performance.
Very hard to obtain real data
- Microsoft spent four years to
collect data from 182
volunteers
Generate synthetic traffic
data that simulate real life
behavior.
Limitations of Existing generator:
- Very complex to setup and install.
- Many configuration parameters.
- Not easy to work in arbitrary area.

Road Network Converter
Main Idea:

■ Extract road network as a
■

graph.
Extendable road network
dataset could be added.

■ Prepare standard output .
■ Support Range query.
■ Cover whole world road
network.

Traffic Processor
Main Idea:

■ Generate the traffic data based on the selected traffic model.
■ Accommodate various input format and running environment for
■

different traffic model.
Define abstract model to support more traffic generators.

Functionality

US Tiger File:





OpenStreetMap

Updated yearly once US
census bureau publish most
recent US geospatial data.
US geospatial partitioned
and organized based on US
counties.
Find corresponding
counties covered by user
query.

■ Updated weekly, cover the
■
■

whole world geospatial data.
Planet.osm stores all data in
one large XML file.
Use Map-reduce Extraction
tools to extract and partition
data.

■ Employ different execution

■ Convert the generator model

■

■
■
■

■

methods, configurations, and
environments.
Build a wrapper around each
traffic model.
Convert road network from
standard format to specific
format used by the generator
model.

■

result to standard output
format.
Produce the final result to user.
Brinkhoff is executed with java.
BerlinMOD runs with a script
file.
Perform the generation traffic
model.
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